Why did the coup attempt against Hitler in
July 1944 fail ?
1. The Conspirators and their aims
Count Helmuth James von Moltke. His family had provided
commanders of the German Army in both the 1870 and 1914
-1918 wars. During World War II, his country estate at Kreisu
became a centre for resistance, based on Christian objections to Nazism.

Colonel Claus von Stauffenberg (left); with a tired looking Hitler, on 15 July 1944. Stauffenberg’s appointment
to a position on the Army General Staff gave him personal access to Hitler. By this stage the war was going very
badly for Germany, with the Russians advancing into Poland, the British and Americans having landed in France,
and bombing Germany’s cities night and day by air.
Henning von Tresckow. Chief
organiser of several failed bomb
attacks against Hitler. Had been
the youngest German Army
Officer in World War I. Twentyone generals were in his extended
family. Chief of military planning
on the Eastern front. Brought in
young officers to the plot, such as
Stauffenberg.

Basic Principles of the Kreisau Circle, 9 August 1943: “The government [if the plan to kill Hitler is successful] sees in Christianity the basis
for the moral and religious revival
of our people, for the overcoming
of hatred and lies, for the reconstruction of the European community of nations.’
Tresckow’s draft a message to the German people in 1943, in
the event of a successful attack on Hitler.
‘Germans, Hitler’s dictatorship has been destroyed. In the last
few years monstrous things have been going on before our
eyes. Hitler, who was not summoned by the German people
but arrived at the pinnacle of government through the worst
sort of intrigues, through demonic arts and lies. In order to
maintain himself in power, he established a reign of terror.
Our nation could once be proud of its honesty and its system
of justice. But Hitler mocked God’s commandments, destroyed the law, condemned decency and ruined the happiness of millions.’

Letter from Carl Goerdeler,
mayor of Leipzig, who was
planning to be head of the
new government, if the plot
were to succeed, to Field
Marshal Von Kluge, asking
him to join the conspiracy
against Hitler. Written 25
July 1943.

“All moral ties have been torn; what remains is
merely convention. Even within the armed forces
the foundations of morality must have been severely shaken because the religious basis has been
abandoned and because colleagues can report
each other behind their backs without being treated with contempt. The establishment of a Special
Court at the Reich Military Court, the infiltration of
the army with spies says it all ! A week ago I heard
the report an 18 year-old SS soldier who used to
be a decent boy and now calmly told how “it wasn’t exactly pleasant to machine-gun graves full of
thousands of Jews and then throw earth on the
bodies which were still twitching.”
I have once more established and take responsibility for saying that there is still a possibility of
securing a favourable peace for us if we Germans
once again transform ourselves into a people with
whom it is feasible to negotiate. It is obvious that
no statesman in the world will be prepared to negotiate with criminals and fool… I am ready to ….
make such a move in which one would simply call
a spade a spade and grab the criminals whatever
the dangers involved.
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2. The events of 20 July 1944

Hitler with his Alsatian, Blondi, as his military HQ , ‘The Wolf’s Lair’ at Rastenburg,
East Prussia. The map room is shown behind. Stauffenberg was summoned to a
meeting here on 20 July 1944. He came with
two bombs in brief cases.

Hitler’s position in the room.

Location of the bomb

Stauffenberg left the map room immediately having planted
the bomb. He drove out of Rastenburg, as the bomb exploded, and boarded a military flight to Berlin. His telegram below, sent to Reserve Army HQ in Berlin, shows what he believed had happened. Stauffenberg couldn’t find enough
telegraph clerks with high enough security clearance to
send out the telegram widely—so only a few copies went
out. This delayed the spread of his call to rise up.
A modern replica of the explosives and the tweezers needed to arm the timed detonator. This was
a difficult weapon to arm for a man with only
three fingers. Stauffenberg had lost the others in
a British air strike in Libya in 1942. He had two
bombs to prime in a cramped cloakroom, but
only had time to activate one of them.

20 July 1944. FRR-HOKW 12150 20.7.44. 16.45
The Fuhrer Adolf Hitler is dead… In order to maintain law and
order in this situation of acute danger the Reich Government
has declared a state of martial law and has transferred the
executive power with the right of delegation to the territorial
commanders in the Home Territory to the Commander of the
Reserve Army. [General Fromm, one of the leading plotters.]

The aftermath of the explosion from Stauffenberg’s bomb.
Above, Hitler surveys damage with Mussolini. Below, Goering
surveys the map room where the blast occurred. Left: a
sketch by a survivor of the map room. Stauffenberg entered
the room, put the briefcase under the map desk next to Hitler then left; the briefcase was accidentally kicked to one side
behind an oak leg of the table. The lightweight construction
of the room and large windows deflected much of the blast
outwards. Five of the twenty four in the room were killed,
but Hitler suffered light injuries, little more than a perforated
ear drum.

3. The view from a Hitler supporter

SS troops take over Reserve Army HQ on Bendler Street, Berlin, centre of the plot.
Major Otto Remer, commander of the garrison in Berlin, recalls what
happened from his perspective on 20 July 1944. He remained loyal to Hitler.
During the morning of 20th July 1944, my Regiment was put on standby, as
was other units of the Home Army, we had received the codeword "Walküre"
which alarmed all units to the fact that there was a general uprising in Germany. I made my way to the Garrison Commander in Berlin, General von Hase,
who said: "The Führer is dead! There is an uprising and the Army is taking over
control!" I was ordered to the government quarter of the city with the order
"Close everything, every street, let no one through, general or minister!" I was
given Major Hayessen to assist me, as the officer I should have had started
suffering from bad nerves..
About 1 1/2 hours after the codeword "Walküre" had gone out, I went again
to see General von Hase and reported my men ready and in position. The General pointed to a map ( a block of offices to the north of old Rail Station) and
said that I should move my men to this area, secure the area and set up roadblocks. When I arrived there I realized that the district was the RSHA (Gestapo)
buildings! I returned to the General and asked why I had not been informed
that it was the Gestapo buildings? Why no clear orders and so much mystery?
The General flew into a rage and became nervous, shouting that I should just
follow the orders given. At this time an officer entered the office and asked
the General when Dr. Goebbels should be arrested? [continue on right]

General Paul von Hase, anti-Hitler plotter

I went to arrest Goebbels, taking a squad of men with me. I ordered the soldiers to wait
outside, telling them to get me out if I was gone longer than 15 minutes. I went into the
building alone, with my pistol drawn, removing the safety catch as I entered Dr. Goebbels
office.
I told Goebbels that I had been sent by General von Hase to arrest him, but first I wanted to
know the situation as he saw it. I told him that I had to obey orders, even though the Führer
was dead. Goebbels looked surprised and said "What! the Führer still lives! I just talked with
him on the telephone, the bomb plot failed".
I asked Goebbels for his word of honour that he had told the truth. If Hitler was still alive I
would follow him without question. I then asked Goebbels again for his word of honour,
which he gave me. I then requested to be put through to the Führer. The connection took
less than a minute, and Goebbels told Hitler what had happened and gave me the telephone and the Führer spoke to me.
"Do you hear me? you see, I am alive! the bomb plot failed. a small clique of honourless
officers turned traitor and wanted to replace me. Now we are getting to grips with the saboteurs, we will make short work of this pest".
"You are ordered by me to bring peace and order to the capital. Even if force is needed.
You are responsible until Himmler arrives in Berlin".
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4. The aftermath

Helmuth von Moltke on trial for treason in August 1944. He
and about 5,000 others, many of them opponents in a more
general sense, were executed. Some, such as Stauffenberg,
were shot at the Bendler building immediately after the failure of the bomb plot. Many others, such as Moltke, were
hanged at Plotzensee Prison in Berlin, including in the final
weeks of the war. Tresckow committed suicide. A small number survived undiscovered, or were sentenced to non-capital
punishment. The last member of the Operation Walkurie
group, Ewald von Kleist, died in 2013.

Report from an official government censor, based on a sample of 45,000 ordinary people’s mail, opened in August 1944
in Germany: ‘The high number of joyful expressions about
the salvation of the Fuhrer, which is emphasized as a true
stroke of fortune for the German people, is not only proof of
the devotion and loyalty of the soldiers to the Fuhrer, but of
the firm determination of the soldiers to fight and conquer
for him, which is also brought out in the letters. … the treachery of the conspiratorial clique is rejected by all as the greatest crime against the German people. The letters of all good
soldiers show that the military duties of the soldier and his
good military bearing are indivisibly bound up with loyalty to
the Fuhrer and with a genuine National Socialist attitude in
general.’
Last letter of Count Peter Yorck von Warternburg, one of
the plotters, awaiting execution, 8 August 1944.
Dearest Mummy, this is my farewell letter; when you receive
it I shall probably no longer be alive. At the end of a life
blessed with so much love and friendship, I feel only a sense
of gratitude to God and of humble acceptance of his will. I
feel a great sorrow that I am causing you this grief. …. My
actions were influenced solely by my patriotic feeling, my
concern for my Germany … And so I can stand tall before my
ancestors, before my father and brothers [killed in the war].
Perhaps a time will come when my stance will be judged
differently, when I will not be considered a rogue but an
admonisher and a patriot.’

Hitler speaking to the German people on the radio, 21
July 1944, 01:01.
‘I don’t know how many attacks against me have been
planned and carried out. But I am speaking to you today for two reasons, in particular, first, so that you can
hear my voice and know that I am in good health; secondly that you can hear the details of the crime for
which there can be few comparisons in German history. A tiny clique of ambitious, unscrupulous and at the
same time criminally stupid officers hatched a plot to
remove me, and together with me, virtually to exterminate the staff of the High Command. … I considerthat to be a confirmation of the task given to me by
providence [destiny] to continue in the pursuit of my
life’s goal as I have done hitherto. … At a time when
the German armies are engaged in a very tough struggle, very small group thought they could stab us in the
back just like in November 1918. But this time they
have made a very big mistake.’
Secret instructions from Propaganda Minister
Goebbels to the regional government chiefs, 23
July 1944. ‘Over the next few days a wave of
demonstrations of loyalty to the Fuhrer must be
organised as a spontaneous reaction of the people…
at which the working people will express their National Socialist loyalty.’
Letter home from an ordinary German soldier,
probably in Russia or Normandy, 4 August 1944,
opened by the censors. ‘You write in your letter of
the attack on the Fuhrer. Yes, we have heard of it
even on the same day. Unfortunately, the gentlemen had bad luck. Otherwise, there’d already be a
truce and we’d be saved from this mess.’

